
TREASURE COVE                                                    sdf@puzzles-on-line-niche.com 
Five pirate ships have arrived off 'TREASURE COVE' .                 2012 all rights reserved
From the clues provided can you determine, the Captain ( one is named Tortuga), the 
color of their ship , ( one was colored Green ) and the treasure ( one found a 'Gold' 
chest ) each found ? 

CLUES :                                                                                            
The captain of the Green ship did not find the Map ( or the Pearls ), and was not Green 
Beard ( who did not find the Silver or Bronze ).                                            
Jack was not the captain of either the Red or Green Ship.                              
The Gold ship was piloted by Sad Sack and did not find the Pearls.                   
Either Tortuga or Green Beard found the Gold ( but, not in the Gold ship ).           
The one in the Aqua colored ship( who is not Mary or Green Beard ) found the Silver.    
Either ( Tortuga or Mary ) in the red ship found the Gold.
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